
 
Activities 

Carlton in Cleveland outdoor education centre provides many excellent outdoor activities: 

Gully walk, Forest exploration, Canoeing and Rock climbing. Alex announced, “The climbing 

wall was astounding.”  Zak commented, “Canoeing is the best!” All of year six agree that the 

trip was the most amazing experience of their life. 

 Team Building 

 Archery 

 Rock Climbing                                                                                             

 High Ropes                                                                           

 Canoeing   

 Orienteering 

Developing confidence  

Carlton can also help build confidence. Alex was anxious when at the leap of faith; the 

support from his team gave him the confidence to do it. The activity leaders showed 

us that we could do anything as long as we try. In addition, we accomplished many 

feats (that we never believed we could). When it came to canoeing, we were petrified 

that we were going to fall in; ultimately, we did not jump in due to the dropping 

temperature, we all asphyxiated our fears.  

Dormitories and facilities. 

“A luxury experience.” Takumi admitted.  

The beds make you feel like you are sleeping on a snug cloud. The magnificent, smooth, silk, 

satin sheets were a welcoming comfort after an extensive day. Each room has stable bunk 

beds and single beds. In addition to the amazing dormitory, we were also provided with 

spotless, polished washroom. Showering was a treat; it was an excellent warm temperature 

at just the right heat. Zak commented, “The showers gave a nice warmth at the end of a 

rainy day.”  

 

 

 

 



Food and timetable. 

Throughout the day, we had four meals: breakfast, lunch, dinner and supper. Breakfast 

included an English breakfast and cereal. Whereas for dinner we made a sandwich, added a 

fruit, biscuit, raisins and a pastry. Breakfast was at 08:30am, lunch was at 01:00pm, dinner 

was at 05:30pm and supper was at 08:00pm. Pearl Sutton commented that the food 

portions were just the right size. 

We hope that others enjoy Carlton as much as we did. 


